
OFYR 
Cozinha
Samos

Commanding attention with its generous size, the OFYR Cozinha Samos blends a luxurious 
design with unparalleled functionality. This kitchen is ideal for large outdoor spaces, catering 
to all your culinary needs with The Bastard VX, ample storage space and a large countertop.  
In this design, the kamado is always positioned in the centre of the base to ensure an effortless 
workflow during cooking. Whether you place the kitchen alongside a wall or use it as a kitchen 
island, its elegant lines blend seamlessly with any outdoor style. 

OFYR Cozinha Samos is available in the colourways Pietra Anversa countertop with a graphite 
base and a Pietra Milano countertop with a taupe base. The base consists of 4 cabinets and 
a cooking module with additional storage space underneath the cooking unit. If you choose  
to complement the kitchen with an integrated sink, this module will always be added on the 
outer right side. With its spacious cabinets, expansive cooking surface and ceramic barbecue, 
this kitchen sets a new standard for outdoor entertainment and culinary excellence. 

Kamado VX

Materials Grill Plate Steel Steel

 Kamado Cordierite ceramic  Cordierite ceramic 

 Sink Stainless steel Stainless steel

 Countertop Ceramic Ceramic

 Base Powder coated aluminium Powder coated aluminium

Dimensions Cooking surface Ø49 cm Ø49 cm

 Kamado Ø56x87 cm Ø56x87 cm

 Sink 57x51x23 cm 57x51x23 cm

 Cooking module 120x95x83 cm 120x95x83 cm

 Cabinets 240x95x83 cm 240x95x83 cm

 Countertop 360x95x10 cm 360x95x10 cm

 Total 360x95x93 cm 360x95x93 cm

Weight Grill plate 9 kg 9 kg

 Kamado 83 kg 83 kg

 Sink 13.4 kg 13.4 kg

 Countertop 120 kg With sink cut-out 110 kg 120 kg With sink cut-out 110 kg

 Base 136 kg  136 kg

 Total 361.4 kg With sink cut-out 351.4 kg 361.4 kg With sink cut-out  351.4 kg
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